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we were hoping to be able to do
a fileshare list command on the
remote server from a different
machine, but it doesn't look like
that's going to work. when we
connect to the remote server it
says "you are not authorized to
view this directory." so there
seems to be something wrong
with sharing the directory. we
were hoping to be able to do a
fileshare list command on the
remote server from a different
machine, but it doesn't look like
that's going to work. when we
connect to the remote server it
says "you are not authorized to
view this directory. i have a site
with the cisco voip telephony
system; and we have another
voip system in the vcenter
environment. when i try to
synchronize the vcenter server
over the network with the cisco
voip system, it says "service not
available" in the cisco system.
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what's going on here? i'm
running vcenter server in our
lab and we're trying to figure
out how to get it to work on a
windows 2012 server. whenever
we try to add a server to the
cluster on our lab server, we get
a notification that says: error:
internal error: the current
location could not be checked
out. possible causes include:
-the current location is on a
different server, which is not
available to the external client.
-the current location is on a file
share that is not accessible by
the external client. -the current
location is on a unc path that is
not accessible by the external
client. -the current location is on
a local network share that is not
accessible by the external
client. i have a monthly license
usage that is distributed
between three licenses on two
active servers, and the backup
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server and a failover server that
has been available for two days.
they are all in the load balanced
cluster. is there a way to view
the license counts on all of the
servers and a single license
count on any one of them? i'm
looking for a way to easily do
that.
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i want to test vcenter server 6.0
update 2 (build 74310169) with
mssql 2012, microsoft sql server

2014 and sql server 2016, i
build new project, when i add

service deploy wizard to
configure database, the wizard

says i must install sql server
2012 msvc redistributable 2008
express. which license should i
use: (server with vmware tools

5.0) esxi 6.5 update 2 build
151350165, windows server
2016, vmware tools 5.0 or

(server with vmware tools 5.5
update 2 build 151350165,

windows server 2016, vmware
tools 6.5 (both should have
vmware tools installed)? hi,
having an issue with license.

going to make all servers
license and isos. adding 250
license in license manager.
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please help me how to check it
is working or not. or how to get

latest license.? please help me. i
am currently a vsphere cco and
want to check out a change that

i introduced. my predecessor
followed a particular usage

pattern that he observed in a
technical support query that i

implemented as a change that i
then had to track up through the
org chart. i'm on a site that sells
games, and occasionally we run

into pirates or people who
download from other sites and

not from us. it's really annoying,
and we're trying to figure out
what to do about it. they get
away with it because of these
crack sites out there. in this

tutorial , we have explained how
to go through the three phases

of ftp, in which you have to
download ebooks and how to
convert them to all types of

readers. you will also know how
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to share your ebooks with the
world. in case you have some

files that you want to convert to
ebooks or simply want to check
out this tutorial, you can always
refer to the complete tutorial .
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